Studies on solution and solution-cast film of polyaniline colloids prepared in the absence and presence of ultrasonic irradiation.
Spectroscopic and voltammetric features for the solution and solution-cast film of polyaniline (PANI) colloids prepared in the absence and presence of ultrasonic irradiation were examined. Significant differences in the color and absorption spectra between the solution of colloids prepared in the absence and presence of irradiation were observed. Effects of ambient atmosphere on the solution of colloids were also studied. A gradual decay in the absorption at approximately 365 nm was occurred upon ageing the solution in air for the colloid prepared under ultrasonic irradiation. PANI film, cast from its colloidal solution, exhibited excellent electroactivity. The films thus cast were applied to electrode modification to control electrochemical reaction. Clear voltammetric response was observed on the electrode modified with the colloid prepared in the presence of ultrasonic irradiation.